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ABSTRACT-- This paper is factual breakthrough in the field of Artificial Intelligence AI underlying Natural 

Language Processing NLP, Natural Language Generation NLG and Natural language Understanding NLU that 

are productively reflected in pedagogical ways of innovative in several Mushroom platforms through 

Computational linguistic in a larger scale. Natural Language Processing, Natural language Generation and 

Natural language Understanding is a way of analyzing multi-dimensional texts by computerized means within the 

AI environment of Computational linguistics in broader perspective in a dynamic way. NLP involves gathering of 

knowledge on “how human beings understand and use language”. This is done in order to develop appropriate 

tools and techniques which could make computer systems understand and manipulate natural languages to perform 

various desired tasks. This paper reviews the literature on NLP. It also covers or gives a hint about the history of 

NLP. It is based on document analysis. This research paper could be beneficial to those who wish to study and 

learn about NLP, NLG and NLU within the sphere of AI, under the supreme banner of Computational linguistics. 

We can simply reach the conclusion that how this triumvirate overlap among themselves to a great extent such as 

Machine learning and Deep learning under the label of AI through Computational linguistics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Extensive lookup is being finished on AI in phrases Natural Language Processing NLP, Natural Language 

Generation NLG and Natural language Understanding NLU. Various researchers have accurately defined in the 

vicinity of pragmatic research and software that categorically explores how computers can be used to know and 

lucidly manipulate Natural language text or Speech to apply as nicely as derive the productive desired result. Liddy 

defines NLP as a theoretically motivated range of computational methods for examining and representing naturally 

occurring texts, at one or more stages of linguistic analysis for the purpose of attaining Human-like language 

processing for a vary of tasks or purposes below the bright brand name of Artificial Genius AI. The time period 

NLP is typically used to describe the function of software or hardware aspects in a Computer system which 
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analyzes or synthesizes spoken or written language. The ‘natural’ epithet is intended to distinguish human speech 

and writing from extra formal languages, such as Mathematical notations or Programming languages, the place 

vocabulary and syntax are comparatively restricted. In addition, Computational linguistic is intensively performs 

a superb role in quite a number sorts of computational perspective. 

 The rapid increasing demands for software, specially in AI domain that technique text of all sorts have 

tremendously been exactly influenced by means of the introduction of the Internet and World Wide Web. In the 

present decade, Internet publishing has end up a frequent activity for Private individuals, Commercial enterprises, 

and Government organizations, as well as Traditional media companies. The medium of most of these 

communications and transactions is basically natural language. Various forms of keyword processing provide get 

right of entry to to Web websites as properly as organizational concepts for retrieving, navigating and shopping 

net pages in those sites. Search engines and junk mail filters are now used in every day existence and they work 

properly enough that their viability as merchandise is unquestionable.  

A language is extra than transfer of information. A Language is a set of sources to enable us to share meanings, 

however it is now not a capability for “encoding” meanings. The foundations of NLP fall inside a variety of 

disciplines such as Computer and Information Sciences, Linguistics, Mathematics, Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering, Psychology, Artificial talent and Robotics, NLP purposes involves a range of fields of studies, such 

as Natural Language Text processing and Summarization, Machine Translation, User interfaces, Multilingual and 

Cross language records retrieval, Speech recognition, Artificial talent and Expert systems, and so on. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS: 

Allen J. and CA Benjamin/Cummings worked on Natural Language Understanding. 2nd edn. Redwood City, 

1995 

T. Winograd, conducted research on Procedures as a Representation for Data in a Computer Program for 

Understanding Natural Language, 1971, MIT-AI-TR-235 

Yang, Yezhou, et al did intensive research in Corpus-guided sentence generation of natural images. 

Proceedings of the Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing. Association for 

Computational Linguistics, 2011 

John A . Bateman and Zock, conducted research in 2015 on Natural Language Generation   

 

III. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE: 

Based on report analysis, this paper predicts and summarizes the information on NLP, NLG & NLU, the 

General overview, History, and previous works on NLP. Emphatically this triumvirate NLP, NLG and NUL is 

applicable in a larger perspective. These three are critically bound amongst themselves underneath the platform of 

AI. It is regarded that this triumvirate applications works in the field of AI. The challenges, possibilities and 

disasters of NLP collectively in the contemporary context of AI in Computational linguistics and future research 

of triumvirate works with AI underneath the vast platform of Computational linguistics. These are additionally 

coherently and cohesively mentioned quickly as nicely as elaborately monitored in this paper. The research paper 

is intended to supply a huge understating to Researchers, Scholars, Peers and Software Companies who desire to 
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practice NLP, NLG and NLU applied sciences and applications in future. This paper systematically discusses how 

critical role the Triumvirate play in the a variety of applied components of Computational linguistics in phrases of 

Artificial Intelligence. 

 

On the different facet this triumvirate are diametric in special level, when we analyze practically. This paper will 

confirm and nail down the actual relevance amongst this three NLP, NLG and NLG in phrases of AI.  

 

IV. CHALLENGES: 

This triumvirate act dynamically as a result of which, new software program is released in the market. Many 

innovations are made in different types in a sophisticated level. Number of challenges are dynamically mirrored in 

this triumvirate area of NLP, NLG and NLU inside the belt of AI. Church and Rau had precisely pointed out that 

even even though we ought to recognize better uncomplicated same idea, it is so appealing to fantasize in phrases 

of smart computers that know Human communication, that hyperbole is pragmatically unavoidable. Sometimes 

these practices work out for the best. Symantec, for instances, a particularly successful vendor of software 

equipment for the PC, began with a product called Q&A, an NLP software for querying a database. The Q&A was 

profitable because of its distinct packaging of AI/NLP with a appropriate simple database facility. Neither would 

have been resounding success in isolation. The AI/NLP systematically generated preliminary sales, however the 

actual value used to be in the database. People bought the product due to the fact they had been intrigued with the 

AI/NLP technology, however most users ended up in turning off the AI/NLP features. But all too frequently 

immoderate optimism outcomes in a manic-like cycle of euphoric undertaking accompanied with the aid of 

extreme depression. Especially Chatbots are performed forefront function in this difficult robotics scenario. two 

By groundbreaking all type of computational level, Robotics have magnificently carried out tremendous role in all 

aspect. 

 

V. CURRENT AND FUTURE PROGRESS OF NLP: 

Some of the energetic researches on NLP phenomena include the Syntactic phenomena: those that pertain to 

the structure of a sentence and the order of phrases in the sentence, based totally on the Grammatical instructions 

of words as an alternative than their which means (e.g. discriminative models for scoring Parses, coarse to 

satisfactory environment friendly approximate parsing, dependency grammar); Machine translation (e.g. Models 

and Algorithms, Low- aid and Morphological complex language); Semantic phenomena : those that pertain to the 

meeting of a sentence fantastically unbiased of the context in which the language occurs(e.g. sentiment analysis, 

summarization, facts extraction ,slot-filling, discourse analysis, textual entailment); Pragmatic phenomena such as 

Speech: these that relate the that means of a sentence to the context in which it occurs. This context can be linguistic 

(such as the preceding text or dialogue) or, non-linguistic (such as information about individual who produced the 

language, about desires of the communication, about the objects in the current visual field, etc. (e.g. Language 

Modeling-Syntax and Semantics, Models of acoustics, Pronunciation). Speech awareness and information retrieval 

have sooner or later gone business and there are tons of Text and Speech on the Internet, Cell phones, etc. It is now 

clear that research related to something about a language are possible, e.g. formalizing some insights such as 
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discrete information (what is possible) and continuous understanding (what is likely); analyzing the formalism 

mathematically; developing and enforcing algorithms and checking out on actual data. The modern-day and on-

going future changes or upgrades which need to be done to NLP are: to add points to existing interfaces, back quit 

processing should be thoroughly applied (e.g. statistics extraction and normalization to build databases. Another 

expected improvement is of having hand held gadgets with translators and non-public dialog recorder with topical 

searches. 

Triumvirate NLP NLG NLU effect on AI within the purview of CL 
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generation and reasonable-sounding, however misleading, generations may slip through barring exact proper 

validation to a massive extend. As users study the mechanically generated summaries, any deceptive records can 

affect their following actions, having a real-world impact. Moreover, Content and summaries may additionally 

additionally be ate up via other automatic processes, which extract statistics or calculate sentiment, for example, 

potentially amplifying any misrepresented information. Preferably, the Research neighborhood and Industry must 

be constructing NLG structures which altogether keep away from behaviors that promote Ethical violations. 

However, given the problem of such a large task, before we attain this goal, it is necessary to have a listing of first-

class practices for building NLG Systems. This paper provides a checklist of ethical problems springing up when 

creating NLG systems in frequent and greater specially from the improvement of an NLG system to generate 

Descriptive textual content for Macro-Economic associated Indicators as tons as insights gleaned from our 

experiences with other NLG projects. As it is now not meant to be comprehensive, it imparts excessive and low-

level sorts of that have to be taken into consideration, when producing immediately from Data to Text. 

 

VI. NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING, NLU 

Quite interestingly, NLP can consistently be traced back to the 1950s. two When computer programmers started 

out empirically experimenting with easy language input, dynamic outset of NLU started creating in the 1960s, out 

of a want to get computers to comprehensively comprehend extra complicated language input. Considering to a 

subtopic of NLP, Natural language is slim in a meticulous way, refocusing principally on Machine studying 

comprehension: getting the pc to comprehend what a text truly means and so on and so forth. 

 

VII. THE REFLECTION LEVEL OF NLU   

More intently to NLP, NLU makes use of algorithms to minimize considerably human speech into a structured 

ontology, that is any other welcoming step of NLU. Then AI algorithms detects intent, timing, locations and 

sentiments. However, when we seem to be at the NLU tasks, we’ll be amazed to see how plenty NLP is constructed 

on this idea and substantially sticking on it in a greater level in productivity. Natural language understanding is the 

first and most important step in many processes, such as categorizing text, gathering news, archiving individual 

portions of text, and, on a large scale, inspecting content. Real-world examples of NLU vary from small duties like 

issuing quick instructions based on comprehending text to some small degree, like rerouting an e mail to the proper 

individual based totally on a basic syntax and decently-sized lexicon. In addition, complicated endeavors would 

possibly be completely comprehending information articles or colorings of meaning inside poetry or novels, 

robotically in phrases of AI level. 

Under the pipeline of the centered goal to create a Chatbot, to engage precisely with Human in a Human-like 

manner — and finally to skip the Turing’s test, companies and academia are lucidly investing extra in NLP and 

NLU techniques. The viable product they have in idea targets to be effortless, unsupervised, and in a position to 

notably have interaction immediately with people in an appropriate and successful manner beyond human being 

predicted level within the constrain framework of Computational linguistics thru Tagline of Artificial Intelligence 

in a Pedagogical stage in on line Tutorial environment. 
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VIII. SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 

The concept of integrating Computer vision with NLP, NLG, NLU and AI have been used in many applications. 

Still in this sub-section we suggest certain more applications where the concept can be deployed. 

a. Designing: The Close integration of Visual data and Text can precisely be incorporated into designing of 

Homes/Home decor as much as clothes, Jewelry or any such item. The  

customer can exactly point out the requirement, verbally or in written form and this description can be 

converted to image which can be shown to the customer for better visualization. 

b. In addition, generating description of Medical images which can be used by doctors. 

c. Automatic caption generation for news images or generating sub-titles for movies 

d. Converting sign language to Speech or Text. 

e. Deep learning 

f. Machine learning & Machine translation 

g. Data mining (Data science) within the ambit of Corpora 

h. Entity recognition & Linking 

I. Making a system which can see the surrounding and give a spoken description of the same, for the benefit of 

blind people. 

J. Making systems which can convert spoken content in form of some image which may assist to an extent to 

people who do not possess the ability of speaking and hearing 

k. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

The above-mentioned viral topics that are seriously bombarded by the triumvirate with the support of Artificial 

Intelligence through Computational linguistics (CL).  

 

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

As a computerized strategy in phrases of Computational linguistic of analyzing textual content in all sorts of 

triumvirate aspect in AI, NLP, NLG and NLU are continuously strived. Researchers and Computer scientists are 

relevantly trying to collect understanding on how human beings apprehend and use a range of languages in 

exceptional Computational perspective. This aid and purpose in the recent past improvement of fantastic equipment 

and strategies which are apt in Computer structures recognize and gullibly manipulate Natural languages to 

perform the a number of duties in terms of any kind of complex task in AI. Technologies, such as string matching, 

keyword search, thesaurus search for are now on the past as, to extra forward-looking technologies such as 

Grammar checkers, Conceptual search, Event extraction, Interlingual are ongoing and developing. The above 

conceptual framework of the Triumvirate photograph can lucidly discover all sorts of component in the facet of 

AI in terms of dynamic overlapping of triumvirate NLP, NLG and NLU, via a sizable intermingling Computational 

environmental aspect to a giant extent. Another big platform like Robotics are in the purview of Triumvirate NLP, 

NLG and NLU that are general everywhere and in all fields of Computational linguistics aspects, below shiny 

tagline of Artificial intelligence, that creates the path breaking movement in all range. 
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